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Recently, many new committed members have joined SOCAL 

NAVHDA.  They are eager  to help their dogs learn how to 

―hunt‖ .   Several of these new members already are very in-

volved with their dogs in AKC conformation, agility, dock diving 

and other competitions.  Many people purchase versatile hunting 

dogs and  don’t take part in the thing the dog would like to do 

the most—- - HUNTING!!!.  It can be challenging to train a 

hunting dog to follow it’s innate hunting instincts and yet be dis-

ciplined enough to partner with it’s owner to ―hunt together‖.  

Living in Southern California hunting conditions are not real fa-

vorable whether next to the 405 freeway , near Dodger Stadi-

um, Orange County, Inland Empire or San Diego.  We face chal-

lenges that other NAVHDA members throughout the U.S. do not 

have.  Primarily a lack of natural habitat.   Hunting in Southern 

California generally requires a willingness to take a long drive. 

Continued next page 
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Many of our members have never hunted before and are fairly sure they are not interested in 

hunting in the future.  This should not prevent you from helping your dog develop and enjoy his 

inner desire to hunt. Training to hunt and hunt tests are a nice alternative.  We are fortunate 

to have one of the better training facilities in the nation with Prado Dog Park.  There are sev-

eral ponds to get your dog in the water and help  practice water retrieves.  Unfortunately, 

there is only one ―duck search‖ pond, the newly named Guido Dei Navhda Pond.  This is an ex-

cellent place to teach the duck search.  You can purchase birds at Prado or when available from  

SOCAL NAVHDA members Ty Mitchell and Jon Vesely.  Most importantly, many  members are 

available to help new members learn the process of teaching your pointing dog to hunt.  Some-

times the biggest obstacle for new members can be that they are inundated with ―too much in-

formation‖.  My suggestion for new members is to try and find a couple of people with experi-

enced successful dogs that you feel comfortable with personally and most importantly are com-

fortable with their approach to training dogs.  Realize that much of hunting dog training is not 

―treat based‖ as the hunting dog has a much better reward than any ―biscuit‖ or ―cookie‖.  A 

real bird is the ultimate reward. Most of us were complete novices when we started and had 

much to learn.  You cannot watch a dog pursue a duck in a pond, with the duck diving, quacking 

and flapping his wings and not immediately see how much insane joy the dog is having trying to 

catch the duck.  To me it is similar to  going to an amusement park and watching peoples faces 

as they ride the roller coaster.  It’s a wild ride bordering on out of control and they love it.  

If you are a new member realize that it is a step by step process to get your dog trained.  It 

will not happen immediately but you can do some simple things around the house to help.  Simply 

having your dog sit while you dish up their food.  Make them wait in the sit position progres-

sively longer.  If they move PICK THEM UP and RETURN them to where they were.  They will 

learn that you are in charge of their movement and they must wait patiently to be rewarded.  

In this case the reward is food . . .later it will be a bird.  Eventually you will be able to have 

them sit and walk away from them out of sight and they will wait patiently for your return.  

Trust has been established.  Happy training! 
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Successfully Training a Pointing Dog 

Requires a ―hands on‖ Approach 
In this July issue we will try and focus on women in Navhda.  Frequently women get a hunting 

dog as a companion or pet and soon realize that they NEED TO DO SOMETHING.  This dog is 

not calm and complacent.  In fact it MAY destroy the house.  After doing more research they 

discover the dog needs an outlet, probably around 30 minutes a day.  The dog needs to be able 

to run off leash and dissipate some of that energy.  Some of our breeders or friends alerted 

us to NAVHDA  and we showed up to try and help our dog enjoy life more or to be a better 

family member.  Given some time learning to hunt with their owners, versatile dogs will abso-

lutely love to hunt with their master.  This may be the best gift one can give their versatile 

dog. Hunting will strengthen the bond between you and your dog.. 

The owner will become the alpha that your dog will look to for leadership.  Recently we have 

had  many new female members.   Kevin Billy,  regular photo contributor extraordinaire for   

this publication suggested we use one issue focused on female members of NAVHDA.   Our 

main training article this month is written by Nancy Anisfield who is a nationally recognized 

author and photographer in the sporting dog world.  She has graciously allowed us to use her 

articles.  Her husband Terry Wilson owns a gundog supply business called Ugly Dog Hunting.  

They are a NAVHDA sponsor.  Please try and support their venture as they support our chap-

ter’s newsletter.  I contacted some of the women in our chapter that have been successful in 

the NAVHDA universe to see if they might write a bit about their NAVHDA journey.  When 

they have the time to write something and send it in I will promptly put it in the next issue.  

We are fortunate to have many successful mentors in SOCAL NAVHDA. 
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Below  Ty Mitchell assists Sed Sedlenko in 

teaching his dog to be steady to flush and 

shot.  The pigeon is placed on a string at-

tached to a pole.  Generally the dog is stand-

ing on a ―place board‖.  A small 2’X4’ piece of 

plywood  off the ground a few inches.  The 

dog understands he is not to leave the board 

as the owner holds him in place.  Use of a 

checkcord and half hitch or a ―suitcase leash‖ 

on the hind quarters is used to hold the dog.  

Ty will throw the bird towards the dog.  If 

the dog moves the owner picks him up by the 

collar and ―suitcase‖ and sets him down and 

commands ―whoa‖.  The gun can be used to fire 

as you throw the pigeon to increase the stimu-

lation.  This is an outstanding training drill to 

teach your dog to be steady to flush and shot.  

You should have your dog ―whoa broke‖ prior to 

using it.  ―Whoa broke‖ is that your dog will 

stop consistently and quickly when you say 

―whoa.‖                          Happy training!    

Not only are the dogs we own beautiful but 

nature throughout California is some of the 

most beautiful in the nation.  If you get 

slightly off the beaten path and look 

around you will see sights like below found 

on  the Central California coast. 
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Training: Yard-work, Field-work and Hunting! 
By Gary Johnson 

There are typically 3 places one should train their hunting dog. Yardwork—typically in your 

back yard or a fenced in area that is very confined.  This is used to master the basics in a 

very controlled setting.  You frequently will be using a check-cord to demonstrate what the 

dog should do.  Fieldwork—that’s right, done in a field with domesticated pen raised birds or 

pigeons.  You probably will start off with a check-cord to maintain control.  However, you will 

soon transfer to launchers or tip-ups.  Hunting—hopefully NOT done in your back yard!! 

With Fieldwork you are beginning to release the dog and let them use all the movement they 

would use while hunting.  However, you are trying to control at some level the birds.  This al-

lows the dog to practice pointing, steadiness and working in partnership with you their owner.  

The retrieve is part of this too.  However,  I see too many people doing fieldwork and feel it 

necessary for the dog to make the retrieve.  Retrieving should be taught in the yard.  You 

should strongly consider force fetching your dog, ―trained retrieve‖, as this will give your 

dog a very high level of consistency on their retrieve. When doing fieldwork often times the 

best thing needed for your dog to learn the main lesson being taught is to let the bird fly 

away.  Most of us hate to do this as we spent $5 on the bird and hate to ―lose it‖  Don’t forget 

the main objective when you purchased that bird was to help ―teach‖ your dog a lesson.  Don’t 

try to get too much ―value‖ from the bird.  In the dogs mind the bird is the ―reward‖.  Do not 

―reward‖ your dog for anything less than excellent work. 

Finally, ―hunting‖.  Your dog will find a whole different level of excitement hunting wild birds.  

It is very easy to allow your dog to get sloppy and forget much of the discipline they 

learned in fieldwork.  Running birds. Coveys.  Uncontrolled dogs. Skunks. Porcupines.  Rattle-

snakes . . .. And lets not forget cactus tearing your dogs pads up.  These things generally won’t 

deter your dog from wanting to hunt.  However, they will definitely impact your day.  Adren-

aline will be jumping off the page when your dog encounters wild birds and game.  Enjoy the 

ride.  Your dog will.  Try and maintain your training standards.  Sometimes its good at the 

end of a day hunting to take 5-10 minutes to do some of your basic yard training with your 

dog.  This could be heel, force to pile or any other drill you typically use at home.  Your goal is 

to simply remind the dog that you are still in charge. Have a great time, enjoy the hunt but  

remember who buys the biscuits in the house.  You will see NAVHDA members return to train-

ing after a hunting trip just shaking their heads at all the things their dog has forgot.  He re-

ally hasn’t ―forgotten‖ but simply had a great time and would love to ―chase‖ the birds and not 

wait for his slow owner to keep up with him.  You can compare yardwork/fieldwork/hunting 

with what we did in school with classwork/homework/internship(real work).  Enjoy the jour-

ney . . . that is where you build the bond with your dog.  Happy hunting! 
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Backing and honoring is a sign of respect for the other dog.  It also shows that your dog un-

derstands the hunting process and continuing to run through the other dogs point  will proba-

bly cause the bird to flush.  This is a loss for the hunter and both dogs.   We must work one 

bird before moving on to the next.  As your dog learns to honor it becomes pure joy to watch 

the pointing dogs hunt next to each other.  It is like ballet or synchronized swimming.  The 

dogs will be hunting at full speed and never (almost) run into each other .  They will cover eve-

ry foot of ground seeking game, yet every dog slams on the brakes when one bird is found.  

Your dog can achieve this.  It is in their DNA.  Happy Training. 
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So you bought a new pup and somehow found SOCAL NAVHDA.  Welcome!  We are glad you found us.  

Many will ask/encourage you to test and this was probably not a part of your plan.  It may feel like ego 

on the part of members.  However, that has little to do with it.  The members know that you have a 

―hunting dog‖ and training for the test will teach him to hunt AND most importantly your dog will 

LOVE IT!  Your skills as a handler will improve as you prep your pup for a test.  Your dog will become 
more disciplined and your bond will grow stronger.  Your dogs favorite day of the week will be 

training day at Prado.  By the end of year two you should have a pretty disciplined dog.  Training days 

will probably now shift to hunting days.  You don’t hunt??  No problem.  Get a license and a gun and 

your dog will now show YOU where the birds are.  It can be a very exciting journey if you are open 

to making some adjustments for the sake of your new best friend.  Please be patient.  Learning the 

discipline to being an outstanding hunting dog is a step by step process.  Try and remember learning to 

read.  First the ABC’’s.  Then we learned to put a few letters together and eventually learned a word 

or two.  Once we got to word eight or ten it was off to the races and no looking back.  Your dogs pro-

gress will be similar.  The basic simple stuff will probably  take longer than you think it should.  Once 

your dog gets the hang of you teaching and them learning they will seem eager  for you to teach them 

new ―lessons‖.  If they look confused or frustrated you are going too fast.  Try and make the task 

shorter or easier.  Suddenly your dog will start to connect the dots and make progress very quickly.  

This will probably happen somewhere between  ages  one and a half and three.  You probably will forget 

how long it took you to teach them something basic like the correct way to carry a bumper.  Below Vla-

dimir Litvin plants birds and Pat Beaver trains with others in background.  Happy training! 
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SOCAL NAVHDA OFFICERS 

Training Days Guidelines & Procedures 

(1) Please keep your dog under control at all times, particularly when he/she 

is not working on a drill. 

(2) Everyone in the field must wear blaze orange hat, t-shirt or vest.  Mem-

bers holding a gun in the field must have completed a hunter safety 

class or have a hunting license. 

(3) Children are to be supervised and remain in the designated parking area 

at all times. 

(4) No alcohol on premises. 

(5) “Boat Safety”, persons under 12 years of age must wear a life jacket when 

in the boat. 
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Steve Engelgau and his Pudelpointer Cory demonstrate 

steadiness as a pigeon is placed on the dog’s back and 

Cory does not move.  Pigeon wrangler Jim McDonald  

assists.  Probably most impressive  is the fact that 

―Cory‖ allows this.  For those of you that have seen 

Cory run the field you know that she has 99% more 

―GO‖ than all other Pudel-pointers.    Cory is a fine 

example of what was intended when Pudel-pointers 

were created:  a dog with all of the best field charac-

teristics of a pointer and yet absolutely loves the wa-

ter.  If you have not seen a Pudelpointer work, SOCAL 

NAVHDA has several.  Find a few moments to enjoy 

watching  them perform. 
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There’s no such thing as a perfect bird dog. If there were, trainers, hunt clubs and testing 

organizations, e-collar designers and dummy manufacturers would all be out of a job. Perfec-

tion is a pipedream – and probably no fun anyway. There are, however, broad stages in a bird 

dog’s development where spotting potential problems and addressing them before they get 

out of control can make life with your bird dog a lot easier. At the front end is the founda-

tion training stage, the puppy’s basic obedience lessons and understanding of fundamental 

commands and behaviors. At the far end is the finishing stage, where the polish is added to 

a pointer’s, flusher’s or retriever’s reliable skills and cooperation level. In between, training 

is ongoing, and problems can appear both in the field and yard 

1. Busting Birds 

For pointing dogs, the number one offense is busting birds. Early warning signs (assuming the 

dog has held point and is cultivating a new bad behavior) include crowding the bird, flagging 

and dancing on point, frequently appearing to overrun his nose and plowing into the birds.  

The big red flag goes up when the dog is clearly scenting birds, not pointing or only pointing 

for a nano second then driving in gleefully.  Some hunters train their pointers just to be 

steady to flush, meaning the dog doesn’t move until the hunter moves in to flush the bird. 

 Next page  
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Others prefer their dogs to be steady to wing (allowed to move when the bird is 

airborne), shot (allowed to move when the gun goes off), or drop (can’t move until the 

bird is on the ground and the ―fetch‖ command is given). Whatever your preference, if 

the dog breaks on point or doesn’t stop to point, you’ve got busted birds and no chance 

to shoot.                                                                            .      .      . 

 Fixing a bird buster takes patience and help. Double teaming works best: Someone han-

dles the check cord (long lead) or ecollar, while you – the owner, handler, hunter – moves 

in to flush and shoot the bird. You can’t watch the dog and the bird at the same time, 

so having someone else hold the cord or nick the dog works best. Other aspects of fixing 

a point breaker or bird buster or might include pairing the restraint or correction with a 

―whoa‖ command, using pop traps to teach the dog he can’t get the bird, or moving the 

dog away from the bird before he gets too close to hold a reliable point.  

2. Incomplete Retrieves 

Incomplete retrieves is offense number two. Substandard retrieving comes in all forms – 

going out but not picking up the bird, picking the bird up but lagging on the return, or 

dropping short. Fortunately, there are lots of drills to address the problems. When done 

early, gradually and properly, the ―trained retrieve,‖ (formerly known as ―force fetch‖) 

is the best way to ensure reliable retrieving.          Continued next page 
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If a dog has been through the trained retrieve process but starts getting sloppy, re-

turning to the table or the ear pinch is often enough to cure the problem before it gets 

out of hand. Other remedies include excitement drills to keep the task at a high energy 

level, delaying retrieves to increase the urgency, rewarding the delivery, keeping repeti-

tive drills interesting and a wide variety of other positive and negative responses to keep 

the dog amped up and focused on the job. 

3. Hard Mouth 

Hard mouth also falls in the category of retrieving problems, along with refusal to sur-

render the bird without a tug of war, chomping and rolling, and too hard a grip. In all 

cases, this damages the meat.  There are a variety of tools in the box to fix hard 

mouth, including the legendary bristly brushes or dumbbells with nails. More thorough 

remedies include allowing the dog to sometimes retain possession, keeping the dog moving 

(lots of dogs can’t walk and chew at the same time), light stimulation corrections, re-

turning to gloved hand drills of the trained retrieve, and other methods of positively re-

warding the dog for a gentler hold.  
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4. Gun Shy 

There are very few truly gun shy dogs, dogs that innately have an extreme fear to the 

sound. In most cases, the problem is gun sensitivity and it is usually environmental, 

caused by improper introduction to gunshots or by some other early traumatic loud noise 

experience. Fixing gun sensitivity takes time but can be successful through a combination 

of a gradual increase in volume, a decrease in the distance from the gunshot, and posi-

tive distractions and associations with birds or playtime. 

Things to Consider 

When it comes to addressing problems, asking yourself a few basic questions can make 

life easier. First, what resources are available to you? For expertise, non-pro’s and 

many hunting breeders have enough experience to help. Money is an issue. What would a 

pro trainer or training clinic cost? What is your access to pen-raised birds and how much 

do they cost? Do you have the equipment – pop traps, blank pistols, etc.? Where can you 

train where state regulations permit shooting pen-raised birds? Time is usually an issue, 

too. 
Without sufficient time, birds, space, and expertise, investing in professional help might be the 

most cost effective. And if you’re considering calling for professional help, give some thought to 

the severity of the problem. Gun sensitivity or gun shyness; total refusal to retrieve, severe 

hard mouth (think ―mutilation‖) and willful bird busting/breaking point at an age when the dog 

should have learned some level of steadiness may be best addressed by a pro.                          
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That being said, working with pro’s 

will almost always enhance your 

knowledge as a trainer, but all pro’s 

aren’t created equal nor are their 

training methods. I’ve worked with 

or listened to many pro’s and there 

are some I wouldn’t recommend. I’ve 

also seen myself and others consult 

too many pro’s and just end up with 

both owner and dog confused. Keep 

in mind, though, you need to work 

with the pro, not just to learn how 

to fix things but to follow-through 

with them via practice. 

The best solution? Avoid the prob-

lems to begin with. Terry Wilson, a 

NAVHDA judge and owner of Versa-

tile Champion German wirehaired 

pointers, says, ―Exposing your dog to 

birds at a young age is the biggest 

thing. Gradually introducing the pup 

to gunfire and building the right re-

trieving foundation will go a long way 

in preventing problems down the 

road. Set up that work ethic and 

sense of cooperation early.‖ 

Then you and your bird dog together 

can minimize the trouble and maxim-

ize the hunting fun. 

Story and photos by Nancy Anisfield. Nancy is 
an outdoor photographer/writer, sporting dog 
enthusiast and bird hunter who serves on 
Pheasants Forever and Quail Forever’s Nation-
al Board of Directors. She resides in Hines-
burg, Vermont.  She has graciously allowed 

SOCAL NAVHDA to use her articles. 
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NAVHDA  testing will not ask your dog to perform backing until you get to the invitational lev-

el.  In  the AKC venue your dog will need to display backing (or honoring) of its bracemate as 

soon as they begin running with the adult dogs.  Generally 2 years or older.  Several of us do 

our fieldwork by running 2 or 3 dogs at the same time.  It is imperative that they ―honor‖.  

This means that once one dog ―points‖ the other dogs will ―point‖ the dog who found the bird. 

The two people in the front will act as gunners while the person in the rear monitors the dogs 

and will look to possibly shoot the bird if it flies behind the gunners and would be unsafe for 

them to shoot.  If one of the dogs shows movement towards the bird or any lack of steadiness 

the person who handles that dog will stop being a ―gunner‖ and simply watch their dog and be 

ready to make a correction using the e-collar.  This is not HOW we teach steadiness though.  

Continued 
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I really had to search for help back when I started.  Yes, I started with NAVHDA 10 years 

ago and it was very hard for me.  As a woman there were times I felt invisible. Other women 

reached out to help me and without their help I probably would have quit.  Struggling with the 

new dog and trying to find people willing to help  I looked  to the females that had been in our 

chapter before me.  I looked up to them and their successes.  Their commitment.   One was a 

NAVHDA judge, Tracy Jenson of High on Kennels.  Ruth Weiss was also a wonderful support-

ive individual.  She helped me to begin to understand NAVHDA and how the process works.  

Many of you may know Ruth as she attended the Pond workday at Prado last week and was 

knee deep in mud trying to help all of  us have a terrific facility to train dogs.  Now she is a 

Senior NAVHDA  judge and professional dog trainer.  Then, it was difficult to find someone 

at SOCAL NAVHDA to help me and I began to expand the search to get help for my wonder-

ful dog Gelati.  At this point in time Back country NAVHDA and San Diego NAVHDA had more 

women involvement. At times I felt invisible.  Guido Dei as still working as an engineer and was 

not as available to help as after he retired.  Guido was terrific though and would help anyone, 

even me and my ice cream dogs.  Never having hunted before or trained a big dog this whole 

NAVHDA thing was a challenge for me.  Wind direction, carrying a gun and remembering to 

always concentrate on my dog were also challenges.  At times it made sense to hire someone 

to get some help.  This was not so much to help the dog but to help me learn to help the dog.  

Gabby Awbrey was so much help.  It was nice to be able to network with the other chapters 

to find more help.   
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My journey 10 years ago was so difficult yet I kept going because I knew my Gelati deserved me to be 

strong.  Really she was so good!  Today NAVHDA  seems to have changed a great deal and is much 

more women friendly.  Having mentors is the answer to many of the challenges we have in training 

dogs.  Guido stepped up to help me.  It was wonderful and I will never forget him.  He knew my Gelati  

was good.  It just hunts much differently than a GSP.  My Spinone opened up some judges eyes to look 

at the whole of a dogs work and focus too much on ―how they run‖.  Each breed works a little differ-

ent.  For example the Spinone was bred to work small hillside plots.  They were not meant to run in 

open fields.  Many women have pioneered the way opening NAVHDA to what it is today.  Many other 

women should be recognized.  Ruth Weiss, Tracy Jensen and Erika Randell are all wonderful examples 

of this.  Now women like Irene Fradella and Pat Beaver have really improved a women’s presence in 

NAVHDA.  My two dogs Gelati Di Morghengo and D.O.G. received their AKC Master Hunt titles at 22 

and 23 months.  Gelati received a UT 1  and D.O.G. received a UT 2 competing in NAVHDA.  Their was 

an article in the Versatile Hunter magazine about Gelati when she received the  UT Prize 1 score.   It 

felt terrific to see Gelati recognized nationally and reminded me  of the many challenges we had to 

overcome to achieve these awards.  NAVHDA at its core is about members teaching members how to 

train their dogs.  It certainly worked for my first two dogs and I am confident it can also work for 

you . . . .and the newest member of our family a 9 week old male brown roan Spinone named Bambino!!  
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As you  probably  have learned there are many ways to teach or train dogs.  One of the bet-

ter ways we have found to teach backing is to use the element of surprise ,  a launcher, and 

several homing pigeons. 

A launcher with a homing pigeon will be placed below the dip or rise in a hill and the first dog 

will be sent in to ―point‖ the bird.  Once that dog has established a point the dog learning the 

skill will be released to hunt so that it will come over the hill and be ―surprised‖ to see the 

other dog on point.  Immediately upon seeing that a pointing dogs instinct to point should 

kick in making it ―want to point‖.  However, this instinct may not overcome it’s desire to con-

tinue hunting.  When  the dog comes over the hill and see’s the dog pointing and it does NOT 

stop.  Immediately launch the bird and let it fly away.  If the dog stops immediately on the 

flush it’s a good sign.  If your dog kicks it into 5th gear and chases the flying bird we proba-

bly should not be teaching backing but spend more time on pointing , steadiness, place board, 

etc. .    If your dog stopped on the flush take the dogs back to their crate , reset the sce-

nario in a similar but not identical fashion and do it 3 or 4 more times.  Significant improve-

ment should be shown by the 3rd or 4th repetition.  If not, have no fear,  Rome wasn’t built 

in a day and neither is a great bird dog.  Take the dog to the water and relax for awhile, pos-

sibly change into a tracking or steady by the blind drill.  Next week you will repeat the pro-

cess.  After about 3 weekends with 3 or 4 repetitions each day you should have a pretty reli-

able ―backing dog‖. I would encourage you NOT to yell WHOA and NOT to use the e-collar 

here.  Let the bird teach the dog to stop.  Again the idea is to simply launch the bird and let 

it fly away if the dog does not back, creeps while backing or hesitates to back. 
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NAVHDA SPONSORS 

S O C A L    NA V H DA  

WHERE MEMBERS 

TEACH   OTHERS 

HOW  TO TRAIN 

THEIR BIRDDOG 

For More Info 

SOCALNAVHDA.COM 

  

SOCAL NAVHDA MEMBER BENEFITS 

1.     Receive Monthly newsletter from Feb-

ruary to October. 

2.     Have your unlimited webpage site 

within the www.SoCalnavhda.com web-

site for 10.00$/year. 

3.     Access to the Members Forum in the 

Chapter Website Password: "best dogs" 

with a space between the two words. 

4.     Choose a trainer mentor out of a list of 

professional and very experienced train-

ers. 

5.     Participate in a monthly training day. 

6.     Be first in line to enroll your dog in the 

Chapter’s NAVHDA Tests before all oth-

er NAVHDA national members. 

7.     Have access to the So.Cal. NAVHDA 

Trailer packed with versatile hunting 

dog training supplies for $20.00 key de-

posit, refundable if you’ll leave the 

chapter. 

8.     So.Cal. NAVHDA members are covered 

by NAVHDA liability insurance at the 

Chapter's sanctioned events. 
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The raffle listed to the 

left is a fundraiser for 

the folks in our club that 

do the German testing.  

NAVHDA is based on the 

German testing system.  I 

am not sure how many of 

our members participate in 

these tests but I can 

quickly think of 5 or 6.  

Realistically we probably 

have 10-15 dogs test in 

the German system as well 

as NAVHDA.  If you get 

a chance to attend one of 

their tests try and take 

advantage as  you will see 

their dogs do a couple 

more things that one 

rarely sees done.  I be-

lieve there is also a con-

formation component of 

the test which you will not 

see in other hunt tests..  

If you have any questions 

feel free to contact Ralph 

Martinez.  His contact in-

fo is ATTACHED TO your 

email regarding current 

NAVHDA MEMBERS. 
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September 11—Training Day at Prado 
Training days:7:30—8:00 Set– Up & Air out dogs 

                8:00 Gather to hear days plan 

                8:30—1:00   Training 

                1:30  Help put away tables, EZ UP, etc 

 

Challenges  are what 

Makes Life Interesting 

Overcoming them 

Is What Makes Life  

Meaningful 

More goes into a training day than many people notice.  Reserving the fields.  Moving the 

trailer.  Finding birds.  Bringing lunch.  Finding birds.  Getting people to help with training.  

Overcoming challenges (flooded fields, poor weather, etc.).  Synchronizing all the moving 

parts.  Many times it seems a little haphazard when you arrive at a training day. You would 

probably be surprised at how much work goes into being ―haphazard‖.  As Steven Tyler says 

it takes a lot of money to dress this ―cheap‖.  Part of this issue is one never knows how many 

will attend or what ages of dogs they will have.  If you would like to help in any capacity 

please let Jim McDonald know.   The cleanup at the end is frequently one of the most chal-

lenging as there are few people left . .. . And they are now hoping to train their own dogs.  If 

you would like to be on the ―cleanup crew‖ please give Jim McDonald a call. 
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If you have something you would like to have in the SOCAL NAVHDA newsletter 

please email me at garyjohnson0515@gmail.com .    Occasionally these things slip 

through the cracks as photos get placed in a non active file. . .. Etc. .  However,  

most of the time we are able to get the right info in at the right time.   We 

apologize for occasionally overlooking some news that happens in our chapter.  

Next months news look for youth day at Raahages, Clean up the Pond work day, 

Members who are going to the Invitational in Iowa , a couple of training articles 

and of course several reader submitted photos.  Any of our female members 

who have found success in this hunting dog world are strongly encouraged to 

submit a short write up of their history in the dog world.  Many times people 

dread doing this but after finishing they e-mail me and share how it was good to 

formallytake time to remember the journey and write it down.  Thanks for your 

help.  Members helping members learn to train their dogs is what makes the 

NAVHDA journey work.  If you are testing and or hunting in October now would 

be a great time to start training to help your dog get in shape for the season. 


